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The stability problem of a ryatem desorlbed by an nth order equation with 
random cotrf lclente ir examlntd. Ntoerru-y and rufrio$ent oondltlonr of 
asymptotic stability In the mean-equare are obtained. In the abrenoe of 
noise theee oondltlons tran8fox-m Into oondltione of Routh and Hurwltt. Such 
eutflolent condition8 of moment6 of hightr order are prewnted. 

1. We assume that a certain tletermlnate ayetern la dercrlbed by a llndar 
differential equation of the order n with oonetant ootfflclents 

Y P, + a,y In-0 + . . . + a,y = 0 (1.1) 

When random foroes of the type of “white nolre” a& on such a syrtem, 
Equation (1.1) traneiorme into the following etoohaetlc dlfierentlal equation 

Y(“) + [a1 + ‘I.1 WI Ytn-l) + . . . + [an. + rl’n (41 Y = 0 (2.2) 

It 1s assumed tnat Qausulan “white nol6es” C’(t), . . ., 5: (t) have zero 
mathematical expectation but CM, generally riptaking, be correlated eo that 

Mqi’ (t) lj’ (s) = 2aijs (’ - S) 

pase from noises ii(t),..., q;(t) to Independent 
T;(t) with zero mathtmtlcal expectation and cor- 
by meana of Equatlonr 

(1.3) 
j-1 

where the matrix [lo,, {I ia ouch that 

II “ijII II aji II I= II a; II 
In the following, Equation 

t 
1.2) 1s oonrldtred a6 I system of rtoohartio 

differential equations of Itb eec, for e-la, [II, p.247) whloh takiq 
into account (1.3) and’lntrodualng the notation 

y = x,, y’ = x,, . . ., *“n-l = x, 

can be written In the iorm 
dXr=X,dt, dX,=Xsdt,...,dX,_,=X,dt 
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It 1s known that only one strictly Markov process exists with continuous 
trajectories X” (t) = 
Initial condition f 

XIX (f), . . ., ,Y’,, (f)j, which satisfy system (1.4) at the 
0) - r . 

The process X'(t) Is closely connected to the dlfferentlal operator of 
second order 

n-l 

‘= x “it1 A. - i aiz:n-j+l $ + ( i \ 8: 
(1 .Ti) 

i-z1 1 i-=1 ‘n \. 
‘ij-‘n-i iI “n-j+1 1 27 

1, j-=1 n 

which in the lnvestlgation of stability of Markov processes plays the same 
role as the Llapunov operator in the stablllty of determinate systems (see 
[2 and 33). 

2, 4 and 53 we say that system (1.4) is asymptotically p- 
if llm nl?(t))P= 0 for t - m 

6 z 0' such a b > 0 Is found that NIX 
denotes the Euclidean norm of vector x 

asymptotically stable in the mean-square if It Is stable at p - 2 . 

A method for obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions of stability 
in the mean-square of an arbltrar 
cated In the interestinn DaDer 14 T 

linear system with "white nolsesH is lndl- 
, where a concept different from the one -- _ 

adopted in this paper for a llnea~~stochastlc system 1s examined. However, 
conditions obtained by this method are fairly cumbersome; for their verlfl- 
cation it la necessary to compute na determinants, the highest of Which has 
the order no . 

It is proven In [5] that for asymptotic stability in the mean-Square of 
a Stationary linear Stochastic System it 
for any positive definite quadratic form 
quadratic form V(x) be found for which 
mlta to obtain (as was also noted In [2]) algebraic criteria of aaymptotlc 
stability in the mean-square for such a System. However, these criteria 
lead to even more cumbersome computatlona even in the determinate case. 

In this paper necessary and sufficient conditions of stability In the 
mean-square are obtalned for syetem (1.2) or (1.4). These conditions require 
computation of onl 

T 
n+l determinants the highest of which has the order n 

(See (2.6) to (2.8 ). In this connectloh It turns out that the first n 
determinants are the same as determinant6 Ar (k - 1, 2, n) which enter 
into the criterion of Routh-Hurwltz for Equation (1.1). iii'laat determinant, 
however. Is obtained bv exchanalnn the first row in h. by a row which Is ----.- -- I 

composed according to i definl);e &le from coefflclenti 6 
tion matrix. If all a - 0 
criterion of Routh-HurwlCz. 

then criterion (2.6) to (2.8jJ 
of the correla- 
transforms Into 

It Is also Interesting to note that In the Special case when all u,~ are 
equal to zero with the exception of a single one, it follows from the crlte- 
rlon obt lned that the necessary and sufficient aondltlon presented for this 
case in P 61 can be significantly slmpllfled. For n - 2, all- a,,- a,,= 0 
this result coincides with the result of [7]. 

of 

be 

0, It was shown In [5] that for asymptotic etabllity in the meq-square 
system (1.4) it la necessary that the system “without randomness 

n 

dXl= X2 dt, dXa = Xa dtp * * * p dX,I= X,dt> dX, =- 2 aiXn_t+l (2.1) 
i=l 

asymptotically stable, i.e. that conditions of Routh-Hurwltz be fulfilled 

I al aa aj . . So I 
1 aB aA . . . 0 

A1=al>O, AZ= 
0 al ~3. . . 0 

>O,..-,An= o 1 a2. 
. . 0 >O 

” . . . . . . . 

10 0 0 . . .a,l 

It IS known that when these conditions are fulfilled, there exists a posl- 
tlve definite quadratic form V(x) for which by virtue of (2.1) the total 



repreaenta a preassigned negative definite form. 

We assume Initially that the quadratic form 

Is posftive definite. ‘ihen the following ie velid. 

Lemma For asymptotic stability In the mean-square of system 
(1.4) it is neck& end sufficient for a positive deflnlte quadratic form 

f, j-r 
to exist tid Whfaf’y the conditions 

LJ (z, = - a (x), 4an < ‘4 (2.3) 

Proof In fact, let the quadratic form V(r) @fist with coeffici- 
and iatlsfy the conditions of the Iam. By virtue or (L*5),(2.2) 

According to the alread 
from thle that ayetem (1.4 

of [5] it follows 
ia asymptotically stable in the mean-square. 

Cn the other hand in Case of aaymptotlc stability of syetem (1.4) accord- 
ing to the same theorem, there exists a poeltlve definite quadratio form 

for which LY,(x) =-rz(r)$ i.e. 
@V 

LaV,==-waq ==-(2t*,+i)a(x) 

In thie, manner V = VI (;c)/(&,, f 1) and consequently 

Lemma is proved. 

For obtalnfng the desired conditions it Is sufficient to expreaa the 
coefficient d, I in the form V(x) which IS to be determined from Equation 
(2.3) through perametem a1 and 0:) of systep (1.4). 

For thla purpose we denote by X,j (t), . * ~1 X,i (d (i = 1, 2, - - -1 n) the fun- 
damental syetem,of Bolutlons of deteF@nate 
dped throvh initial conditions X,j (0) = 8 

quetions (2.1). This eyetem la 

x, (4, . * *, X,Y 0) 
sp Then any solution 

- xi (i = 1, 2,“. . *, 
of theee‘ equation8 with initial conditiona ~7 (0) = 

n) Itt written on the form 

It Is known t8J that function 
can be repre8ented in the fosm 

V(X) which satisfies relationship (2,3) 

In 
The last equation permits to express coefficient8 d,l of f&m V(r) and 

X:, P 
erticular coelflcleht d,, 
t), 

through the fundamental aystem of solutions 

013 l 

and subsequently, aa was shown in f9], through coefflclents a1 and 
In fact It follows from :9] that 
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where AI, ,+ 1 ia the Cofactor of the element of the first row and r+1 
column of the last determinant of Hurultz a,, while quantities ,,(,:1 are 
related to coefficients a,, of form a(x) by Equation 

i, j :I rT(j 

Here D,, (k) is the Cofactor of the element of the nth 
of determinant D(X) of syetem (1.4) 

--x 1 0 . ..o 
0 -- ii 1 . ..o 

D(h)== . . . . * ._.*. . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 . . . 1 

-0, - an-l - a,,_.2 . - - al- A 

row and jth column 

It Is eaa 
obtain from T 

to see that U,i (h) D,i (- A) = (- l)i’j-1ij-2. Therefore we 
2.5) 

,1- , II - 1 

z,, (p_j-;i(n k) (--I)“’ ’ UP,) L2” = x p:-~-‘) ek, qg-“-1) = 

k-o 

x 

~+a-2 (n-k) 

(- l)~*~~Q, 

From Lemma 2.1, (2.4) and (2.6) It follows that tithe case where a(x) 
represents a positive definite quadratic form It Is necessary and sufficient 
for stability in the mean-square of system (1.4) that %he following condi- 
tions be fulfilled 

Al>%..., A,>(‘, A,,>A (2.7) 
Here 

A= 

q (0) ;p (1) q (2) (n-1) 
nn 7‘7L nn * * * Qnn 
1 42 a4 . . . 0 
0 a1 a3 * . . 0 
. . . . . . . . . . ).. 

0 0 0 . . . a, 

(24 

differs from the last determinant of Hurwitz a,, only in the first row. In 
thls connection quantities p(‘) (r = 0, 1, . . ., n - 1) are expressed thrqugh 
coefficients U,1 of the corr%atlon matrix according to Equations (2.6). 

It will. be shown now that conditions (2.6) to (2.8) remain In force even 
without the assumption regarding the positive definite character of the quad- 
ratic form a(x) . For this purpose another system, together with (1.4}, 
will be examined 

dX1= x3 dt, dX,=X,dt,...,dX,_,=X,,dt (2.9) 

dX, = - _i: uiX,a_i+l dt - 5 a ij n_i+ldkj + EXl&+ c2 5 ‘Xi dqi X 
i=l i. j=l i=l 

tl (t) are Wiener processes Independent of each other and 
of “;fit,:‘I”!‘~;ix c is a small parameter. 

It is easy to Bee that the operator which corresponds to System (2.9) has 
the form n 

Since the quadratic form 
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1s positive definite for any c > 0 , It Is necessary and sufficient for 
asymptotic stability In thd mean-square of system (2.9) that the following 
condftions be satisfied 

Here 

9 (‘) + E4 Q$) - E* q,,;’ + &I . . . (~1)~ -’ (Unn + E') nn 

1 ai 04 . . . 0 
Ar= 0 Ql as . . . 0 = 

. . . . ..**..a.............. 

0 0 0 . . . an 

= A + (-i)“-l~‘Aln + ~4 6’ (-1~‘~’ Ali 
i=l 

(2. IO) 

Since for (- l)n-l Am > 0, It follows from (2.10) that for all sufflcl- 
ently amall c 

A,> A (2 1’) 

Now we shall assume that system (1.4) Is asymptotically stable In the 
mean-square. Then according to theorem 5.2 of’ 153, system (2.9) will also 
be stable for all sufficiently small c > 0 and therefore 

4 > 0, .*., A,>07 A,, > 4 (2.12) 

From (2.11) and 42.12) we have 

AI>%.. . , A,>O, A,>A (2.13) 

Conversely, let lnequalltlea (2.13) be satisfied. Then It follows from 
that a sufficiently small 6 can be found such that Inequalities 
are satisfied, I.e. system (2.9) la asymptotically stable in the 

mean-square for this E . Conaequently, (see 153, Theorem 5.1) system (1.4) 
is also a8ymptOtlcally stable In the mean-square. Therefore the following 
theorem is valid. 

Theorem 2.1. For asymptotic stability In the mean-square of 
system (1.4) it 28 necessary and sufficient that the following conditions 
be fulfilled 

AX>%..., An>07 A,> A (2.14) 
(r) Here determinant a has the form (2.8), while quantities qnn (r - 0, 1,. 

. . . . n - 1) in the first row of this dotermiiant are expressed through coef- 
ficients uil according to Equations (2.6). 

It is noted ihat only thorre coefflclents u,, of the correlation matrix 
enter into conditions (2.14) for which the sum t 4-J Is even. In partlcu- 
lar, for system of second and third order neces.ary .nd sufficient condl- 
tlons of aoynrptotlc stability In the mean-square IL.C the form for n - 3. 

a,>% h> 0, 4a.x > =llQz + a22 ior n = 2 

or> 0, a3 > 0, w2 > as, (ala2 - da> ha2~3 + a33al + 03 (022 - 2 ~~13) 

In the case where lnde endent white noises qi,..., q; are added to coef- 
ficients a, of Equation P l.l), I.e. a,,- 0 for t # f , the determinant 
a assumes the most simple form 

a11 - ug2 aa . . . (-i)*-’ arm 

1 a2 a4. . . 0 
A= 0 a1 fz3. . . 0 

I 

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *I 0 0 o... a, , 
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3. Conditions (2.6) to (2.6) obtained In Section 2, are sufficient for 
asymptotic p-stability of the system (1.4) for p 5 2 . In this section we 
Shall present sufficient conditions for asymptotic p-stability for p B 2 . 
It Is assumed lnltlally that the quadratic form a(x) Is positive definite, 

For asymptotic p-atability at p - 2 ) and therefore also at p > 2 , It 
Is necessary for the following positive deflnlte quadratic form to exist 

V (x) = ~ d*jxixj 
i. j==l 

(djj = dji) 

and to satisfy relationships (2.3). We set 

V" (5) = [V (z)]"ZP 

It is not difficult to see that 

“’ = pV’kP-a VT + Q (x) [vdnn -j- (p - 2) ( i dnj xj)“l) = 
i=l J 

= pV”+’ a (I) V (d,, - ‘& + (p (3-i ) 

From the known Inequality for the positive definite self-adjoint matrix 
(103 

G,,) G Cfi,,,) @L,) 

for y = (O,..., 0, 1) It follows that 

Making U8e of this relationship we obtain from (3.1) 

Lv” < PV”‘~-~ Q (2) [d, (p - 1) - 1/a] (3.2) 

(33 d,,(P - 1) < + then it fOll0W8 from Theorem 2.2 of paper [5] and 
that eyatem (1.4) 18 aeymptotlcally p-atable. 

In this manner for asymptotic stability 
sufficient that the following inequalities 
these Inequalities are necessary 

Of ayatem (1.4) for P > 2 it 18 
be aatlafled. The first n Of 

4 > 0, . . ., A, > 0, A,>(P--1) A (3.3) 

We can present 
neceseary. 

examples which show that condition A.> (p - 1)A IS not 

It is not difficult In a manner ana1ogous to Section 2 to show that con- 
ditions (3.3) remain valid even without the asaumptlon regarding nondegene- 
racy of the quadratic form Q(X) 
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